
Lesson 1a

Uncasing the movement
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• Watchmakers screwdrivers. We recommend the 

type with removable blades. 

• Loupes – X5 and X10 or alternative.

• Tweezers No 2 or 3 Dumont or equivalent.

• Watchmakers case knife or penknife and screw 

back case opener

• Pin vice (preferably small and medium).

• Parts trays for watch movement parts.

• Movement holder or rings.

• White cotton apron.

• Tool box. 

• Hand levers.

Tools needed to begin
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Tools needed as you progress

• Oiling kit (oils, oil pots, oilers)

• Dumont No 5 (assembly) tweezers

• Rodico one touch. 

• Watch papers and finger cots

• Pliers, side-cutters, end-cutters

• Puffer

• Needle files

• Oil stone or India stone stone

• Graver (2.5mm  square)

• Pivot file/burnisher

• Peg wood/ Pith

• Staking block or set

• Watchmakers hammer

• Case holder

• Spring-bar remover 3L 1
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Tools needed as you progress

• Friction sticky ball

• Graver/screwdriver sharpener

• Watch cushion

• Demagnetiser



Optics – a personal choice

• If you can see it, you can do it.

• Loupe or Eyeglass

– The least expensive option, the choice of most 

professionals, 5x magnification widely preferred

• Surgeons Glasses

– Stereo Vision, Greater Working Distance

• Stereo Zoom Microscope

– Best Image, Least convenient, Most expensive
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• Set hands together (12 o'clock – makes 

easier to remove hands).

• Remove case back. (careful of gasket).

• Remove winding stem (see following note).

• Remove movement holder screws. (Note  

which way round the washer goes).

• Ease movement out of case. Can be tight. 

• Support dial down in a movement holder.
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Today’s practical



Today’s practical

• Remove all three hands. Second hand 

pivot can easily be bent, so don’t place 

down on a hard surface.

• Turn over carefully and place in movement 

holder

• Remove spacer ring. Note which way 

round and line up the hole when refitting.

• Place in holder dial down.



Today’s practical

• Turn dial foot screws clockwise to release 

dial.

• Dial is now loose; slowly invert & ease 

movement away from dial. 

• Remember not to touch the dial and put it 

dial up somewhere safely covered.

• Don’t touch the inside of the crystal – you’ll 

wish you hadn’t!



Today’s practical

• If the movement were to be turned, the 

dial washer and hour wheel would fall off, 

so let’s remove them and put them with 

the other pieces.



Important!

• There is absolutely no reason to be picking up parts with 

your fingers. This is a bad habit you don’t want to pick 

up.

• The more you use your tweezers, the easier it will 

become. They should be able to pick up a human hair off 

a piece of glass. Keep them honed and clean.

• Keep your work area tidy. Being tidy and ordered is a 

discipline, which is part of being a watchmaker.

• Taking pictures and notes will help you become more 

familiar with the movements you will work on. Eventually 

you will no longer rely on them, as you will intuitively 

know what goes where and more importantly, WHY?



Important!

• Remember to breathe – holding your breathe is 

common, but doesn’t really help.

• Coffee can make your hands slightly shaky, so be 

aware.

• Concentrating and looking through a loupe creates strain 

on your eyes and may reduce your blinking. Remember 

to blink and look up regularly and look at something at a 

distance every now and then.

• At home, if you feel like the movement is getting the 

better of you, step away for a while, do something 

different and come back to it with fresh eyes and a 

different attitude. It really works! It’s easy to get stuck in 

the problem, when the solution is staring you in the face.



Remember

• A good watchmaker will leave a watch in 

pristine condition, looking as though they 

had never been there.

• If you practise at home, you will progress. 

• Past students have created WhatsApp 

groups to share their work, progression 

and ideas. It creates a strong group 

between you!



Remove case back

• This is a screw back case, with a rubber 

seal to make it waterproof.

• Open the case with a sticky ball or case 

back opener, being very careful not to 

scratch the crystal or case.



Setting lever 

screw

NOTE: 

Always 

choose a 

screwdriver 

the same 

width as the 

slot in the 

screw

ALSO NOTE:

Movement is 

retained in 

the case by 

front bezel 

and 

movement 

screws.

Pull out crown to hand setting position. 

Turn setting lever screw anticlockwise  

ONE turn to release the stem and crown. 
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Remove movement holder 

screws

Unscrew both movement holder screws anti-clockwise to 

allow the movement out of the case.

Note which way round the bent washers go. These screws 

hold the movement tight towards the front bezel.



Remove movement from case

Once the 

screws 

holding the 

movement in 

place have 

been 

removed, the 

watch will 

come out of 

the case with 

a little tapping 

on the top 

and sides.



Removing Hands

Always use a dial protector when 

removing the hands. Be careful, 

as they can ping off into a fourth 

dimension!

Extra care when removing the 

second hand, as the pivot can 

easily bend or break, if not lifted 

evenly on both sides.

Note how the hands sit. 

Sometimes, hands sit very close 

to the dial. Not in this case.

That’s why taking pictures can be 

really helpful.
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Removing the spacer ring

Put the movement on cushion 

or in a movement holder, or 

even in your hand and pry 

gently and evenly the spacer 

ring upwards away from the 

dial with a screwdriver or hand 

lever.

Remember if you place the 

movement dial down on a hard 

surface you run a real risk of 

bending pivots which held the 

hands, that protrude from the 

dial side.

Note that you hold the movement from the sides, to ensure finger 

prints don’t mark the bridges and cocks, but also to make sure the 

balance is not damaged. So easily done!



Removing Dial

Two screws 
holding the 
dial turn 
clockwise a 
small 
amount to 
release dial 
foot.

Be careful 
not to turn 
too much or 
the wrong 
way!
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Removing Dial

Once the dial feet 

are free, pry gently 

and evenly from all 

sides with the blade 

of a screwdriver or a 

hand lever. You 

don’t want to snap 

the dial feet.

This reveals the 

bottom plate, 

showing the 

‘keyless’ and 

‘motion works’
Put the dial face up and covered, so as not to 

damage it. Never touch the dial with fingers. 



Remove dial washer and hour 

wheel

Remove the brass dial 

washer.

This keeps the dial 

slightly off the plate and 

hour wheel.

Remove the hour wheel, 

revealing the canon pinion 

underneath.
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